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Vertex and tracking at EIC
o All proposed EIC detector concepts are equipped with a vertex and 

tracking detector as their innermost element 

o A well integrated, large acceptance vertex and tracking detector 
designed with high granularity and low material budget is needed to 
enable high precision measurements that are key to the EIC science 
programme 

o The tracking and vertexing systems under consideration are based on 
semiconductor detector technologies and gaseous tracking detector 
technologies, with concept combining both technologies
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Tracking requirements from physics

o Silicon requirements:
– Spatial resolution: ~5 μm in tracking layers and disks (~20 μm pixel pitch), 

~3 μm in the vertex layers (~10 μm pixel pitch)
– Material budget: <0.8/0.3% X/X0 per layer/disk, < 0.1% X/X0 per vertex 

layer
– Power consumption 20 - 40 mW/cm2

– Integration time ~2 μs
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struction schedule, a list of areas in need of targeted R&D has been compiled and
is presented in Chapter 14.

11.2.2 Main requirements and acceptance coverage

Table 11.2: Requirements for the tracking system from the physics groups.

The requirements for the tracking in an EIC detector are derived from the physics
simulations and are represented by the detector requirements table shown in Ta-
ble 11.2. The ranges in pseudorapidity are accompanied with requirements for rel-
ative momentum resolution, allowed material budget in terms of radiation length,
minimum pT cutoff, transverse and longitudinal pointing resolutions. These re-
quirements form the basis of the designs and concepts that are presented.

11.2.3 Silicon Detector Technologies for EIC

To satisfy the requirements detailed above, the EIC silicon vertex and tracking
(SVT) detector needs to have high granularity and very low material budget. Per-
formance simulations of the detector concepts presented in Section 11.2.5 highlight
the need for a spatial resolution  5µm in tracking layers and disks, and around 3
µm in the vertex layers, combined with a material budget  0.1%X0 in the vertex
layers,  0.8%X0 in the tracking layers and  0.3%X0 in the disks.

A broad survey of silicon detector technologies was presented and discussed at
the first EIC Yellow Report Workshop in March 2020 [1425] covering hybrid pixel
detectors, strip detectors, Low Gain Avalanche Detectors (LGAD), the DEPFET
sensor, and Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS). The survey considered exist-
ing examples of these detectors as well as the silicon technologies used for their
development to understand their potential for application at the EIC. MAPS have
been identified as the best detector technology to satisfy the requirements of the
EIC SVT and are discussed below. These detectors provide the highest granularity,

From YR 11.2.2 at 
arXiv:2103.05419
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Pions, momentum range up to 5 GeV/c
-0.5 < η < 0.5 
Uniform 1.5T magnetic field
- - - YR PWG requirement

eRD25

Green Blue Red (ITS3 
derived EIC 
SVT)

Beam pipe radius [mm] 18 31 31

x/X0 vertex 0.3% 0.3% 0.05%

x/X0 tracking layers 0.8% 0.8% 0.8%

Pixel pitch [um] 20 20 10

A beam pipe radius of 18 mm and a pixel pitch of 20 um
were used in pre-CD0 simulations.

Simulation driven technology choice
o Pre-YR simulations showed the need for high granularity and low material budget
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Forward region studied; η = 3
Single electrons fired from centre
Magnetic field: uniform 1.5 T and 3 T
Vertex layers and disks: 0.3% x/X0 
Tracking layers: 0.8% x/X0
Beam pipe radius: 18 mm
See H. Wennlöf at http://cern.ch/go/xKk6

Disk pixel sizes - results

9
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7 disks, 3 T

5 disks, 3 T

� Smaller pixel size improves 
both relative momentum 
resolution and pointing 
resolutions

� 3 T magnetic field improves 
momentum resolution by a 
factor of ~2, as expected 
from theory

� Not much difference 
between 7 or 5 disks
± 5 slightly better momentum 

resolution due to lower 
material

± 7 gives better coverage, 
however
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ITS3-derived EIC SVT
o 65 nm MAPS sensor, 10 μm pixel 

pitch, <20mW/cm2

o ITS3 concept for the vertexing 
layers
– Wafer scale sensor, thin and bent 

around beam pipe
– <0.1% X/X0

o EIC variant for the staves and 
discs
– Sensor size vs yield optimisation

(stitched but not wafer scale), 
conventional stave and disc 
structures, work on cooling, 
structure and services to meet 
X/X0 
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3 Detector Layout, Implementation and Main Parameters

3.1 Mechanical Structure

The ITS3 will consist of two separate barrels, referred to as Inner Barrel and Outer Barrel. The
Outer Barrel, containing the four outermost layers (Layer 3 to Layer 6), will be that of ITS2.
A completely new Inner Barrel, consisting of the three innermost layers (Layer 0 to Layer 2),
will instead replace the current Inner Barrel of ITS2. The ITS3 IB will consist of two halves,
named half-barrels, to allow the detector to be mounted around the beampipe. Each half-barrel
will consist of three half-layers. The half-layers are arranged inside the half-barrel as shown in
Fig. 7. They have a truly (half-) cylindrical shape, with each half-layer consisting of a single
large pixel chip, which is curved to a cylindrical shape.

Figure 7: Layout of the ITS3 Inner Barrel. The figure shows the two half-barrels mounted
around the beampipe.

As shown in Fig. 8, the main structural components of the new Inner Barrel are the End-Wheels
and the outer Cylindrical Structural Shell (CYSS), both made of Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plas-
tic (CFRP) materials, and a series of ultra-lightweight half-wheel spacers, made of open cell
carbon foam, which are inserted between layers to define their relative radial position.

The End-Wheels are connected to the CYSS, which provides the external supports for the three
detection layers. Starting from the outermost layer (Layer 2), the half-layers are connected to
the outer CYSS and to each other by means of the half-wheel spacers.

The half-layer consists of a single large chip. Its periphery and interface pads are all located on
one edge, the one facing the A-side End-Wheel (see Fig. 8). At this edge, the chip is glued over
a length of about 5 mm to a flexible printed circuit to which it is electrically interconnected using
for instance aluminum wedge wire bonding. The flexible printed circuit is based on polyimide,
as dielectric, and aluminum, as conductor. The flexible printed circuit extends longitudinally

10
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YR concepts
o Baseline concepts: all-silicon and hybrid (MAPS + TPC)

o MAPS + MPGD-based barrel

o Alternative tracking options exist in the backward and forward tracking 
regions

Laura Gonella | EIC UK meeting | 20 May 2021
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Figure 11.17: All-silicon tracker geometry. Left: Geant-4 model showing half of the detector.
The barrel, disks, and support structure correspond to the green, dark-gray, and yellow
components, respectively. The beryllium section of the beam pipe is shown in cyan. The
rest of the beam pipe, which takes into account the expected electron-hadron-beam crossing
angle is shown in light-gray. Right: Detector material scan. The dashed line describes the
baseline material budget from the beam pipe. The red, blue, and green curves correspond to
the barrel, forward, and backward components of the detector, respectively. The uncertainty
band defines the minimum and maximum amounts of material found in a given h as the
material is scanned around f. The yellow curve describes an aluminum structure that is
used as a mass equivalent for support structure and services. See text for details.

Table 11.6: Main barrel-layer charac-
teristics.

Barrel radius length along z
layer [cm] [cm]

1 3.30 30
2 5.70 30
3 21.00 54
4 22.68 60
5 39.30 105
6 43.23 114

Table 11.7: Main disk characteristics.

Disk z position outer inner
number [cm] radius [cm] radius [cm]

-5 -121 43.23 4.41
-4 -97 43.23 3.70
-3 -73 43.23 3.18
-2 -49 36.26 3.18
-1 -25 18.50 3.18
1 25 18.50 3.18
2 49 36.26 3.18
3 73 43.23 3.50
4 97 43.23 4.70
5 121 43.23 5.91
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Table 11.8: All-silicon tracker momentum and pointing resolution parametrizations.

dp/p = Ap � B DCAz = A/pT � B DCAT = A/pT � B
A[%/GeV] B[%] A[µm GeV] B[µm] A[µm GeV] B[µm]

0.0 < |h| < 0.5
B = 3.0T 0.018 0.382 27 3.2 25 4.9
B = 1.4T 0.041 0.773 27 3.3 26 3.9

0.5 < |h| < 1.0
B = 3.0T 0.016 0.431 37 3.8 28 4.5
B = 1.4T 0.034 0.906 35 3.8 31 4.0

1.0 < |h| < 1.5
B = 3.0T 0.016 0.424 56 5.9 33 5.5
B = 1.4T 0.034 0.922 56 5.4 35 5.1

1.5 < |h| < 2.0
B = 3.0T 0.012 0.462 111 7.0 40 5.1
B = 1.4T 0.026 1.000 112 7.1 41 4.9

2.0 < |h| < 2.5
B = 3.0T 0.018 0.721 213 13.8 47 7.1
B = 1.4T 0.041 1.551 212 16.0 48 7.7

2.5 < |h| < 3.0
B = 3.0T 0.039 1.331 347 40.5 52 11.9
B = 1.4T 0.085 2.853 373 37.9 59 11.2

3.0 < |h| < 3.5
B = 3.0T 0.103 2.441 719 87.6 59 26.0
B = 1.4T 0.215 5.254 732 87.7 66 25.3

3.5 < |h| < 4.0
B = 3.0T 0.281 4.716 1182 206 69 65.9
B = 1.4T 0.642 9.657 1057 221 69 72.1

Auxiliary (backward)
tracking station
at z = -180 cm

Auxiliary (forward)
tracking station
at z = 300 cm

RICH

All-Si tracker

Figure 11.19: Event display showing the all-silicon tracker complemented with additional
tracking stations in the available space [1473]. In the backward region, the tracking sta-
tion is installed at z = �180 cm with no significant amount of material expected between
the all-silicon tracker and the complementary tracking station. In the forward region, the
auxiliary tracking station is installed at z = 300 cm, behind the Ring Imaging Cherenkov
(RICH) detector. The RICH material parameters were provided by the PID detector work-
ing group [1474].
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Figure 11.22: Momentum resolution as a function of pseudorapidity demonstrating the ef-
fect of complementing the all-silicon tracker in the hadron-going (forward) direction. Each
panel corresponds to a different momentum bin, from 10 to 30 GeV/c. The black circles
correspond to the standalone all-silicon tracker (for a 10 µm ⇥ 10 µm pixel size). The red
squares and blue triangles correspond to the all-silicon tracker complemented with a 50-µm-
resolution GEM detector and a 10-µm-pixel silicon disk, respectively.
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Figure 11.23: Same as Fig. 11.22, but for a 20 µm ⇥ 20 µm all-silicon-tracker pixel size.

Figure 11.24: FST setup in Fun4All
simulation.

Plane
z rin rout pixel silicon

(cm) (cm) (cm) Pitch (µm) thickness (µm)
0 35 4 25 20 50
1 62.3 4.5 42 20 50
2 90 5.2 43 20 50
3 115 6 44 36.4 100
4 125 6.5 45 36.4 100
5 300 15 45 36.4 100

Table 11.9: FST geometry parameters

Detector Integration Integrated detector setups are also implemented in the sim-
ulation. The first setup, which is shown in Fig. 11.24, includes an additional gas
RICH with aerogel and C2F6 gas as radiator. The second setup replaces the last
plane (plane 5) of FST with a mockup GEM tracker. The GEM tracker, which con-
sists of three planes filled with methane, covers 1.5 < h < 3.5. The material bud-
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Figure 11.28: New hybrid baseline layout. The silicon layers and disks are shown in green,
and the TPC in light blue.

Layer Length Radial position
Layer 1 420 mm 36.4 mm
Layer 2 420 mm 44.5 mm
Layer 3 420 mm 52.6 mm
Layer 4 840 mm 133.8 mm
Layer 5 840 mm 180.0 mm
TPC start 2110 mm 200.0 mm
TPC end 2110 mm 780.0 mm

(a) Barrel region

Disk z position Inner radius Outer radius
Disk 1 220 mm 36.4 mm 71.3 mm
Disk 2 430 mm 36.4 mm 139.4 mm
Disk 3 586 mm 36.4 mm 190.0 mm
Disk 4 742 mm 49.9 mm 190.0 mm
Disk 5 898 mm 66.7 mm 190.0 mm
Disk 6 1054 mm 83.5 mm 190.0 mm
Disk 7 1210 mm 99.3 mm 190.0 mm

(b) Disk region

Table 11.12: Positions and lengths of detector parts in the barrel region and the disk re-
gion. In the disk region, the seven disks in the forward region are shown, but this layout is
symmetric so it is the same with reversed sign on the z position in the backward region.

The formulae for resolution parametrisation are given in Equation 11.3, where A
and B indicate constants.

sp

p
= A · p � B =

q
(A · p)2 + B2,

sxy

pT
=

A
pT

� B =

s✓
A
pT

◆2
+ B2 (11.3)

This parametrisation works well for the pointing resolution, but it has limitations
for the relative transverse momentum resolution when using a gas TPC. In this
case, as can be seen from Figure 11.29, the parametrisation works well for pT be-
tween 0 and 4 GeV/c , but the resolution value goes into a less steep linear in-
crease after this point. The figure shows the relative transverse momentum res-
olution versus transverse momentum for both a 1.5 T field and a 3.0 T field, and
the dashed line shown is the parametrisation provided by the Physics Working
Group. Fits to these data will be split up in momentum intervals to characterise
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Table 11.15: Transverse pointing resolution fit parameters, using the fit presented in Equa-
tion 11.3.

Interval Fit 1.5 T [µm] Fit 3.0 T [µm]
�3.5  h  �2.5 A = 49.3 ± 0.2, B = 9.64 ± 0.02 A = 48.5 ± 0.2, B = 9.58 ± 0.02
�2.5  h  �1.0 A = 23.3 ± 0.1, B = 3.32 ± 0.01 A = 23.1 ± 0.1, B = 3.31 ± 0.01
�1.0  h  1.0 A = 14.1 ± 0.1, B = 2.11 ± 0.01 A = 13.7 ± 0.1, B = 2.14 ± 0.01
1.0  h  2.5 A = 23.3 ± 0.1, B = 3.32 ± 0.01 A = 23.1 ± 0.1, B = 3.31 ± 0.01
2.5  h  3.5 A = 49.3 ± 0.2, B = 9.64 ± 0.02 A = 48.5 ± 0.2, B = 9.58 ± 0.02

Table 11.16: Longitudinal pointing resolution fit parameters, using the fit presented in Equa-
tion 11.3.

Interval Fit 1.5 T [µm] Fit 3.0 T [µm]
�3.5  h  �2.5 A = 596.9 ± 1.5, B = 41.05 ± 0.12 A = 596.5 ± 1.5, B = 40.79 ± 0.12
�2.5  h  �1.0 A = 78.3 ± 0.2, B = 3.11 ± 0.02 A = 78.1 ± 0.2, B = 3.12 ± 0.02
�1.0  h  1.0 A = 23.2 ± 0.1, B = 2.64 ± 0.01 A = 22.9 ± 0.1, B = 2.64 ± 0.01
1.0  h  2.5 A = 78.3 ± 0.2, B = 3.11 ± 0.02 A = 78.1 ± 0.2, B = 3.12 ± 0.02
2.5  h  3.5 A = 596.9 ± 1.5, B = 41.05 ± 0.12 A = 596.5 ± 1.5, B = 40.79 ± 0.12
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Figure 11.30: (left) A possible configuration of the cylindrical MPGD tracker with two pairs
of layers at mid way between the SVT and the four outer detector layers. The material bud-
get of the hybrid detector with MPGD layers (center) is comparable with the TPC solution
(right). In the stack plots, the contribution of the beam pipe in blue, in gray the one of the
silicon vertex detector and in green the MPGD tracker (or TPC) contribution.

two layers are placed at a radial distance from the beam pipe of about 50 cm and
four layers are placed at about 80 cm. Several configurations have been investi-
gated: one configuration with six layers equally spaced at regular radial intervals,
one with three pairs of layers (inner, middle and outer pairs) and a configuration
with two layers in the middle and four layers in the outer part of the barrel. Ta-
ble 11.18 shows the radial position of the layers for the last two configurations.

Studies of the relative momentum resolution have been performed by simulat-
ing five thousand p� per momentum bin in the range |h| < 0.5 with a solenoid
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Figure 11.32: Left: Simulated BeAST geometry with outer forward GEM detectors. Right:
Momentum resolution vs. momentum for pions at fixed scattering angle q = 15.41� (h = 2.0)
with (orange) and without (blue) outer forward GEMs.

Fig. 11.32 (right) shows the momentum resolution as a function of momentum
while keeping the scattering angle fixed at q = 15.41� (h = 2.00). It demonstrates
that the significant improvement from outer GEMs holds over a large momentum
range from 1 - 60 GeV/c. From the results shown in Fig. 11.33 (left), it is clear
that the outer GEMs significantly improve the momentum resolution, particularly
for small scattering angles where the improvement reaches a factor of two. The
particular structure of the graph is presumably due to the varying number of hits
on the individual detectors. In order to verify this, we plot the average number of
hits in each tracking subdetector as a function of q in Fig. 11.33 (right). Over the
full 5� < q < 35� acceptance region of the outer forward GEM, both inner and
outer GEM subdetectors provide a constant number of hits while the number of
TPC hits drops rapidly below q = 15� and the number of vertex hits is down to
one hit below q = 18� . In this angular range, the number of forward Si hits is
comparable to the number of hits in each GEM subdetector. The design of the two
GEM subdetector is very similar, so adding the outer forward GEM doubles the
total number of GEM hits in this region. The forward Si detector, inner GEMs, and
outer GEMs each contribute roughly a third to the total number of track hits in
this region. This explains the significant impact of the outer forward GEM in the
angular range below q = 15� (h > 2).

Transverse Momentum Resolution Study A study on the impact of the magnetic
field strength on the transverse momentum resolution was performed using a
model of the hybrid detector including TPC with a longitudinal hit point reso-
lution given by Equation 11.4 where D is the drift distance, A = 100µm/

p
cm

and B = 500µm, and a transverse hit point resolution also given by Equation 11.4
with A = 15µm/

p
cm and B = 200µm, and vertical pad size of 0.5cm; Silicon Ver-

tex Tracker with hit point resolution of 5.8µm ⇥ 5.8µm; Forward Silicon Tracker
with hit point resolution of 5.8µm ⇥ 5.8µm; forward GEM trackers with hit point

For more details see YR 11.2 at arXiv:2103.05419
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YR baseline concepts performance
o Transverse pointing resolution: requirements satisfied at both 1.5T and 3T at all 

pseudo-rapidity 
o Relative momentum resolution: requirements better satisfied for the higher field 

value and in the central pseudo-rapidity region

Laura Gonella | EIC UK meeting | 20 May 2021

Hybrid – H. Wennlöf (Birmingham) All-silicon, R. Cruz-Torres, LBNL
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Hybrid Concept – Physics performance studies 

Laura Gonella | EIC UK meeting | 20 May 2021

D0 reconstruction – magnetic field example
� Two different magnetic fields 

considered
± 1.5 T
± 3.0 T

� Higher field improves momentum 
resolution, but makes low-
momentum particles spiral

� Example: 5 GeV electrons on 41 
GeV protons, TPC baseline 
layout
± Invariant mass peak clearly 

narrower at 3.0 T
± Better mass resolution
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Event generation in Pythia
� Open charm events main interest
� Goal: investigate detector layout 

performance under realistic physics 
event conditions

� Pythia 8 used
± Electron-proton collisions at four 

different energies
� 5 GeV electrons on 41 GeV protons
� 5 GeV electrons on 100 GeV protons
� 10 GeV electrons on 100 GeV 

protons
� 18 GeV electrons on 275 GeV 

protons
± Photon-gluon fusion to 𝑐 ̅𝑐 process the 

main process under investigation
± Allowed to hadronise freely

2
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For more on all-silicon concept see arXiv:2102.08337 
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Current work in proto-collaborations
o Tracking working groups exist in both EIC@IP6 and ECCE

o Example: EIC@IP6 tracking WG
– Identify no more than 2 technologies that will be costed and integrated into 

the full detector system
– Choice of technology based on assessment of technical capabilities, 

available workforce, technology readiness on the available timescale, 
simulation output

– Optimise previous YR layouts based on technology down select, updated 
B-field maps, beam crossing angle, etc.

– Detailed estimation of services and support

Laura Gonella | EIC UK meeting | 20 May 2021 9



EIC SC consortium
o The development of an ITS3 derived EIC vertex and tracking detector is carried out by 

the EIC Silicon Consortium
– EOI: https://indico.bnl.gov/event/8552/contributions/43219/
– LBNL, Uni Birmingham, RAL, BNL, INFN leadership
– To join: https://lists.bnl.gov/mailman/listinfo/eic-rd-silicon-l
– Indico: https://indico.bnl.gov/category/354/

o The EIC SC is open to institutes from different emerging collaborations interested to work 
on the proposed sensor solution for their specific EIC detector implementation

– Similar concept to the CERN RD groups (such as RD50, RD53)
– This will maximise the successful delivery of the technology with the lowest cost to 

the project

o Work packaged defined; work ongoing with ITS3 on sensor design, and thinning and 
bending

o Silicon strategy document, estimate of R&D costs, timeline of development up to CD4 
drafted and shared with to the EIC project detector systems coordinators

Laura Gonella | EIC UK meeting | 20 May 2021 10
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Sensor development
o RAL already involved in first 65 nm submission with ITS3 Work Package 2 (first 

EIC institute involved in EIC MAPS design at this stage!)
– Funded via the EIC Generic Detector R&D programme, project eRD25 

Silicon Tracking and Vertexing Consortium, Birmingham/LBNL/RAL

o ITS3 ER1 submission planning ongoing, including stitched matrix, submission 
later this year

o RAL+Brunel, LBNL and BNL defining contribution in discussion with ITS3 
sensor design group (Walter Snoeys, Gianluca Aglieri Rinella)

Laura Gonella | EIC UK meeting | 20 May 2021
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§  IPHC:	rolling	shutter	larger	matrices,	DESY:	pixel	test	structure	(using	charge	amplifier	with	Krummenacher	
feedback,	RAL:	LVDS/CML	receiver/driver,	NIKHEF:	bandgap,	T-sensor,	VCO,	CPPM:	ring-oscillators,	Yonsei:	
amplifier	structures	

§  Transistor	test	structures,	analog	pixel	(4x4	matrix)	test	matrices	in	several	versions	(in	collaboration	with	IPHC	
with	special	amplifier),	digital	pixel	test	matrix	(DPTS)	(32x32),	pad	structure	for	assembly	testing.	

§  After	final	GDS	placement,	GDS1	is	instantiated	twice,	~300	placements	per	wafer.	
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Work on services and supports
o Material estimates for services and supports available (extrapolation based on 

ALICE ITS2 with ITS3 sensor power consumption)
– Implemented already in EIC YR hybrid baseline concept

o Detailed review of powering options including possible configurations with DC-
DC converter or serial powering, estimate of material budget and timescale for 
development carried out and summarised in a document

– https://www.eicug.org/web/sites/default/files/Powering-options-for-an-EIC-silicon-
tracker.pdf

Laura Gonella | EIC UK meeting | 20 May 2021

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/8231/contributions/37955/
https://indico.bnl.gov/event/9080/contributions/40920/
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Conclusion
o Work on the development of a vertex and tracking system for the EIC is 

well underway

o Baseline concepts developed and validated for the YR exercise

o Technology choice driven by physics requirements: 65 nm MAPS, ITS3 
derived EIC detector

o Tracking concepts further developed within proto-collaborations and 
EIC Si Consortium
– Good time to join the effort with whatever resource available
– Lots of work to do/possibilities to engage
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